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Autumn is apple harvest time. Come along on a trip to the apple orchard. Find out how apples are

picked and stored. Learn which apples are best for munching. But watch out for the apple worms!
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PreS-Gr 2Ã¢â‚¬â€œThese four books are intended to give children basic scientific information

about the featured topic. The double-page illustrations depicting the flora and fauna of the books'

settings are rich and warm, but the computer-generated people look stiff and are a bit jarring against

the more realistic backgrounds. Two children's exploration of and conversation about each topic

inevitably lead to the end, where readers can find a related craft/activity. For the many early

childhood classrooms in which all aspects of autumn are a part of the curriculum, these titles will be

welcome, child-friendly additions.Ã¢â‚¬â€œMaggie Chase, Boise State University, ID. (c) Copyright

2010. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution

permitted.

These four books are intended to give children basic scientific information about the featured topic.



The double-page illustrations depicting the flora and fauna of the books settings are rich and warm,

but the computer-generated people look stiff and ar --School Library Journal --This text refers to the

Library Binding edition.

The story is dull, the quality of the printed book pages duller. The cover gives a clue; each page is

almost sepia infused and dreary in lack of color. How a holiday with a color palette with bright

orange pumpkins and big red apples gets such a gloomy illustration treatment surprised and

annoyed me. Read once with my 4 year old and moved on to other more entertaining and brightly

illustrated reads.

Great book to spark conversations with children about the apple season. This book is more of a

story. It is not able the life cycle of the apple tree. It is a fiction story, great as a mentor text for

sparking ideas of writing about a trip to the apple orchard.

I loved the book and used it to teach Apple unit at scchool.

I ordered these group books for a reading. For a lower second grade lexile, this book was perfect. It

is informational text on what to do with apples. It even has a craft in the back! This is a must have

for a classroom library or harvest celebration.

Great book

My six-year-old and I love these fall-themed books illustrated by Nadine Takvorian. The glorious

hues of fall are beautifully-rendered in the illustrations that show the activities that go on during fall.

In Apples, Apples Everywhere! young children are introduced to the process of apple harvesting. A

young boy and girl stop at an apple orchard and discover people picking apples off trees, discover

how apple harvesting is done, and learn about the delights of apples, i.e. apple pies, apple cider,

and even apple bobbing!There's a list of further reading at the back of the book, with a glossary of

terms. In addition, there is even instructions on how to make a dried apple wreath which is certainly

something fun to do with a young child. This would make an excellent fall read with children ages

4-8.

I think this will be a great book for a nine year old boy and His three old year sister. I will be traveling



to NH in two weeks and We will go applepicking together. I 'ordered' the boy to help His sister with

the words if She can't read them yet. Did I do right ? What do You think ?

LOVE this book. We checked out about ten apple books from the library and this is definitely a

favorite. Not tooooo verbose, not too sparse - and gorgeous pictures! I highly recommend it.
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